Everything I Bought
and How It Made Me Feel
Quarterly Report (Jul – Sep)

Everything I Bought and How It Made Me Feel is
a crapshoot
a sloppy parody of open data
an adventure into inconsistency
a microphone held up to late capitalist neurosis
a miserable chore
a creaking machine
a broken record
a learning curve
a drawn out defiance of self and supermarket
a series of appalling accidents
a laugh a minute
a show and tell

This Quarter's Average Purchase
made me feel

+1.63
(about as fair as the first quarter)

and the average pound bought me

+0.21

(just on the fair side of nothing again)

13 Categories by Total Cost and Average Affect

(this graph indicates that the amount i spend
on something in total has no correlatable effect
on how i tend to feel about that category of
thing / and thus that type of purchase is much
more important in influencing mood than
cost / see quarter one plot of affect against cost
for further evidence that I should worry less
about how much things cost / as if any more
evidence were needed)

Want vs Need
- yes but do i really need it?
- o reason not the need! our basest beggars
are in the poorest thing superfluous
allow not nature more than nature needs
man’s life’s as cheap as beast’s
- yes but mum
- yes?
- lear was literally talking about buying a
bigger army
- well still

£253.93 of Entertainment Spending by Sub-Category

(please note / for three months i bought no
books for myself / actually that's a lie / i
bought two / both while I was buying presents
for other people / because that's the only way
they sneak in / the only way i let them crowd
my overflowing shelves)

How I Determine the Affect and Need Ratings
i write as quickly as possible / with the
minimum of editing / only a glance behind me
to check for anything terribly wrong / and I
rate my affects and needs the same way / with
just an instinctive guess at how to assign
numbers this time / because what I am
investigating is not so much an objective
reality / but how i think and feel about how I
think and feel
i am conscious of how much i am influenced by
previous ratings / when i noticed i never used a
5 I started using more 5s / sometimes i
copypaste and directly compare to the previous
purchase / but i let this happen / in the belief
that it aesthetically mirrors how reality
works / what it does to the data is another
question

Affect

65 Meals Out by Frequency of Affect
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(it's completely fucking random / there is no
trend here / nothing i can hold on to / to act on
/ to try and make things better)

Conjunctions and Most Prepositions Removed

everythingibought.tumblr.com

